


We have learnt that the /s/ sound can be spelt with ‘s’ and ‘ss’ but…

the /s/ sound can also be made with a ‘c’, 
if it comes before the vowels e, i and y.

race

ice

facespace

a small 
room 
(like a 
prison)

cell

c e 



The /s/ sound can be made with a ‘c’,
if it comes before the vowels e, i and y.

city

circlec i



The /s/ sound is made with a ‘c’, 
if it comes before the vowels e, i and y.

spicy

bicycle

fancy

C y 



race

Say What You See!

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9Reveal Answer

The picture that is revealed will be one of your 'ce', 'ci' or 'cy' spellings.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 
Can you spot the 
‘ce’ word that is 
illustrated in the 

picture? Discuss it 
with a partner.

How many squares 
did you need to 

reveal?



ice

Say What You See!

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9Reveal Answer

The picture that is revealed will be one of your 'ce', 'ci' or 'cy' spelling.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 
Can you spot the 
‘ce’ word that is 
illustrated in the 

picture? Discuss it 
with a partner.

How many squares 
did you need to 

reveal?



cell

Say What You See!

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9Reveal Answer

The picture that is revealed will be one of your 'ce', 'ci' or 'cy' spellings.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 
Can you spot the 
‘ce’ word that is 
illustrated in the 

picture? Discuss it 
with a partner.

How many squares 
did you need to 

reveal?



city

Say What You See!

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9Reveal Answer

The picture that is revealed will be one of your 'ce', 'ci' or 'cy' spellings.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 
Can you spot the 
‘ci’ word that is 
illustrated in the 

picture? Discuss it 
with a partner.

How many squares 
did you need to 

reveal?



fancy

Say What You See!

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9Reveal Answer

The picture that is revealed will be one of your 'ce', 'ci' or 'cy' spellings.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 
Can you spot the 
‘cy’ word that is 
illustrated in the 

picture? Discuss it 
with a partner.

How many squares 
did you need to 

reveal?



face

Say What You See!

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9Reveal Answer

The picture that is revealed will be one of your 'ce', 'ci' or 'cy' spellings.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 
Can you spot the 
‘ce’ word that is 
illustrated in the 

picture? Discuss it 
with a partner.

How many squares 
did you need to 

reveal?



space

Say What You See!

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9Reveal Answer

The picture that is revealed will be one of your 'ce', 'ci' or 'cy' spellings.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 
Can you spot the 
‘ce’ word that is 
illustrated in the 

picture? Discuss it 
with a partner.

How many squares 
did you need to 

reveal?



bicycle

Say What You See!

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9Reveal Answer

The picture that is revealed will be one of your 'ce', 'ci' or 'cy' spellings.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 
Can you spot the 
‘cy’ word that is 
illustrated in the 

picture? Discuss it 
with a partner.

How many squares 
did you need to 

reveal?



circle

Say What You See!

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9Reveal Answer

The picture that is revealed will be one of your 'ce', 'ci' or 'cy' spellings.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 
Can you spot the 
‘ci’ word that is 
illustrated in the 

picture? Discuss it 
with a partner.

How many squares 
did you need to 

reveal?



spicy

Say What You See!

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9Reveal Answer

The picture that is revealed will be one of your 'ce', 'ci' or 'cy' spellings.

Pick one numbered 
square at a time. 
Can you spot the 
‘cy’ word that is 
illustrated in the 

picture? Discuss it 
with a partner.

How many squares 
did you need to 

reveal?



Here are this week’s spellings to practise.

race
ice
cell
city

fancy

face
space

bicycle
circle
spicy

Try hard to learn 
them and the rule we 
have looked at today.




